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1

ESS Tool

The overall goal of the DESSIN ESS software tool is to support users implementing the DESSIN ESS
Evaluation Framework and sustainability assessment, as described in the DESSIN Cookbook (DESSIN
Deliverable 11.2).
The DESSIN ESS Evaluation Framework is a structured approach to measuring changes in ecosystem
services (ESS). The main purpose of running an evaluation using this framework is to facilitate the
application of the ESS Approach in the appraisal of innovative technical and management measures
that have impacts on freshwater ecosystems and their services. The framework is described in the
DESSIN Cookbook, which presents the practical steps that the user should follow to apply the DESSIN
ESS Evaluation Framework. The DESSIN Cookbook is accompanied by the DESSIN Cookbook
Companion Document, which provides more detailed background information on the concepts
presented in the Cookbook.

1.1 Background
The DESSIN ESS Evaluation Framework helps its users evaluate changes in ESS by linking biophysical,
economic, and sustainability assessments sequentially. It was developed on the basis of the Common
International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2011) and the
DPSIR (Drivers, Pressures, State, Impact, Responses) adaptive management cycle (EEA, 1999). The
former is a standardized system for the classification of ESS developed by the European Union to
enhance the consistency and comparability of ESS assessments. The latter is a well-known approach
used to separate the biophysical and social aspects of a system under study. As part of its analytical
component, the DESSIN framework also integrates elements of the Final Ecosystem Goods and
Services-Classification System (FEGS-CS) (Landers and Nahlik, 2013) of the US Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA).
In the DPSIR scheme as applied in DESSIN, innovative measures to be tested are considered
Responses that may have influence on Drivers (anthropogenic activities with environmental effects),
Pressures (the direct effects of such activities) and States (the conditions of the ecosystems under
study). From the resulting changes in an ecosystem’s State, the changes in the provision of ESS
(Impact I) and the use of ESS (Impact II) are estimated. The Impact II assessment includes an
assessment of changes in economic values. The estimated changes can then contribute to decisionmaking on whether to implement a proposed solution (Responses), closing the circle of the workflow.
The figure below outlines the DPSIR scheme as applied in DESSIN.
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1.2 Structure of the tool
The DESSIN framework consists of 5 parts: Study description; problem characterization; response
capabilities and potential beneficiaries; impact evaluation; and sustainability assessment. The
software tool is also organized into five parts, duplicating this structure.
In Part I of the evaluation, the environmental system of interest (e.g. a surface or ground water body,
sub-catchment or catchment), i.e. the ecosystem, is defined and described and the local stakeholders
must be identified. Furthermore, administrative details and objectives of the assessment are defined.
Parts II-IV are based on the DPSIR scheme. In Part II, Drivers and Pressures are identified. The
claimed/expected capabilities of the proposed measure(s) (i.e., of the Responses) are examined in
Part III to estimate how the measure(s) might impact on Drivers, Pressures, and States, or a
combination of these. The expected impacts on States are then used to identify case-relevant ESS,
along with potential beneficiaries. In Part IV, changes in ESS resulting from the proposed measures
are estimated.
The DESSIN sustainability assessment (SA) is carried out in Part V. The SA examines the wider social,
environmental, and governmental impacts (e.g. economic impact and job creation, resources use and
life cycle emissions, compliance with relevant regulations, stakeholder involvement) of proposed
measures and facilitates comparison between different alternatives.
The interface of the software tool is organized using a tabbed structure, with the upper layer of tabs
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corresponding to the five parts of the framework. The second layer of tabs divides each part into
coherent sub-sections. The rest of the documentation describes the functionality located in each part
and sub-section in the order in which the user completes the various parts of the workflow when
undertaking an ESS evaluation and sustainability assessment. A screen capture of the tabbed
interface is presented below.

Users of the software tool are referred to the DESSIN Cookbook and Companion Document for
further information about the ESS Framework and sustainability assessment.

1.3 Creating a new database
The DESSIN tool is a component of MIKE Workbench, which is a front-end database software that
requires creation of an underlying database to store data and maintain relationships between
different data types. MIKE Workbench is installed either as part of MIKE OPERATIONS (which requires
a software license) or MIKE INFO (which does not).
MIKE Workbench can work with different database types. It is recommended that users of the DESSIN
tool work with SQLite. SQLite is a single file database (similar to MS Access) which does not require
installation of a database service like PostgreSQL.
To use this type of database, make a designated folder on disk to hold the files. You can use any
folder and even separate folders for each database, but to make it simple we assume c:\temp\sqlite
as your database folder.
Start the Database Manager Utility of either MIKE OPERATIONS or MIKE INFO and connect to SQLite.
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Specify the folder of the SQLite database files and press Enter.

You can now create a new database.

After creating a new database, the user is prompted to give the database a name.
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After this, you are ready to start MIKE Workbench and connect to your database.

1.4 Starting MIKE Workbench
Start MIKE Workbench and on the Login dialog press “Setup” to create a connection to your SQLite
database. Give it a name of your choice, select the database type “SQLite” and provide the full path
to the SQLite database file.

Click OK and Close and on the Login dialog provide the default account details: user=admin,
password=dssadmin
Once the login sequence and application load has completed you should be ready to start the ESS
Tool.

1.5 Starting the ESS Tool
Locate the ESS Tool in the Tools Explorer and start it with the Run right-click menu.
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You are now ready to start using the tool.

1.6 Adding a new assessment
To add a new assessment, click on the “Add Assessment” button.
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Give the assessment a name in the pop-up box and click “OK”.

1.7 Opening an existing assessment
To open an existing assessment, click on the “Open Assessment” button.
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The assessment can then be selected from saved assesssments using a drop-down menu.

An assessment can be saved at any time by clicking on the “Save Assessment” button.

1.8 Exporting assessment results
Although the DESSIN ESS Tool provides functionality for viewing results, users may be interested in
exporting results to Excel or other software tools for additional visualization and/or post-processing.
To export results from an assessment, click on the “Export” button. This will create an Excel
spreadsheet that duplicates the tabular organization of the DESSIN ESS tool.
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It is possible to delete an assessment using the ”Delete Assessment” button.
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2

Study Description

The purpose of Part I, the study description, is to prepare the evaluation by describing general basic
characteristics of the study area, including: the geographical location and spatial extension; the
intended audience and expected results of the assessment; and other information.
The DESSIN ESS Tool also provides functionality that enables retrieval of demographic, economic,
and employment information from the EUROSTAT database.

2.1 General Information
The General Information tab provides text entry fields for general information about the
assessment, including the following:


objective of the assessment



target audience



entities carrying out the assessment



entities providing information for the assessment



entities funding the assessment

2.2 System Boundary
The System Boundary tab provides functionality for retrieving information from the EUROSTAT
database. The tab provides a GIS interface that allows users to select one or more NUTS
(Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics) 3 zones; data are then retrieved for these zones and
displayed on following tabs. NUTS is a hierarchical system for dividing up the territory of the EU for
the collection, development, and harmonization of European regional statistics. The NUTS 3 level is
the smallest level and includes 1342 regions in Europe as of the most recent classification in 2013.
The DESSIN tool provides information at this level because the tool is targeted towards users in
urban settings for which data from larger regions may not be appropriate.
The system boundary tab displays NUTS regions and a background map. It is possible to change
how the NUTS regions are displayed, and also the display of the background map. In addition, it is
possible to select from a number of background maps.
Properties of the NUTS 3 layer and background map can be modified in the Properties View of MIKE
Workbench. Properties of either the NUTS 3 layer or the background map are displayed depending
on the selection in the GIS toolbar that appears above the map display.
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Selection

Properties

If “Map” is selected in the GIS toolbar at the top of the map view, then it is possible to select a
background map for display. A number of options from Google are available, as well as a
background map from Open Street Map. It is also possible to remove the background map display.
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There are two ways to select one or more NUTS 3 zones. NUTS 3 zones may be selected from the
map view using the select feature tool. After selection, the zone name(s) will appear in the field
with the title “Selected On Map”. Multiple zones can be selected either by clicking and dragging
over more than one zone, or by pressing the “shift” key while selecting zones individually.

Select feature
tool

Selected area

Selected feature(s)
displayed here

Alternatively, it is possible to select from the list of NUTS 3 zones displayed in the field, “Available in
Map”. Zones can be selected from this field by double-clicking on a zone name. The selected zones
will be displayed in the field “Selected On Map”.
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Double-click to
select

Retrieval of data from EUROSTAT is initiated by clicking on the button “Save New Selection”. This
transfers the zones displayed in the field “Selected On Map” to the field “Current Selection”. Zones
displayed in the “Current Selection” field are used to populate the “Population Data”, “Economic
Data”, and “Employment Data” tabs, as described in the sections below.
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Updated after clicking
on Save New Selection

If the zones displayed in the “Current Selection” field are different from the zones selected in the
map, it is possible to refresh the map selection with the zones in the “Current Selection” field by
clicking on the button “Re-select Current Selection on Map”.

2.3 Population Data
The Population Data tab displays population data for the NUTS 3 zones selected in the System
Boundary tab. The Population Data tab is refreshed by clicking on the button, “Retrieve Data”.
Before clicking on “Retrieve Data”, the user must select a year from the “Show year” drop-down
menu. Not all data types may be available for all zones and years.

2.4 Economic Data
The Economic Data tab displays population data for the NUTS 3 zones selected in the System
Boundary tab. The Economic Data tab is refreshed by clicking on the button, “Retrieve Data”.
Before clicking on “Retrieve Data”, the user must select a year from the “Show year” drop-down
menu. Not all data types may be available for all zones and years.
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2.5 Employment Data
The Employment Data tab displays population data for the NUTS 3 zones selected in the System
Boundary tab. The Employment Data tab is refreshed by clicking on the button, “Retrieve Data”.
Before clicking on “Retrieve Data”, the user must select a year from the “Show year” drop-down
menu. Not all data types may be available for all zones and years.

2.6 Overview of Area
The Overview of Area tab provides text-entry fields for description of the following aspects of the
study area, including:
•
environmental attributes (e.g. climate type, topography, water quality levels, water
availability)
•
economic activities taking place in the area (e.g. land use, land use transitions, comparison
of activities by share of GDP)
•

socio-economic profile (e.g. population density, average household income, age profile)

•
socio-cultural aspects (e.g. value systems, role of landscape and land use in identity
formation for local communities).

2.7 Define Stakeholders
The Define Stakeholders tab is used to populate a list of stakeholder types in the study area. The
populated list of stakeholder types is used later in the workflow to identify ESS with beneficiaries. A
new stakeholder type is entered by typing a name in the “Name” field and then clicking on the
button, “Add to Table”. Stakeholder types can also be removed from the list by clicking on the
delete button.

Click on “Add to
Table” to add new
stakeholder type
Delete buttons
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3

Problem Characterization

Part II-Problem Characterization represents the first step in the core evaluation and is the entry
point to the DPSIR cycle. In this section, relevant Drivers and Pressures are identified in order to
understand why technical or management intervention measures may be needed. This step can
also help the user to identify important Pressures and appropriate measures.
The aim of this part is to produce a qualitative overview of the Drivers present in the study area,
relate these to resulting Pressures, and describe the latter. In specific cases where the proposed
measures are expected/found to influence Pressures, then changes in those Pressures should be
quantified. For more detailed information see Chapter 3 of the DESSIN Cookbook Companion
Document.

3.1 Define Drivers
The Define Drivers tab provides a list of typical drivers affecting water supply and water quality in
urban areas. Drivers are defined as human activities that lead to environmental impacts (i.e.,
pressures) on ecosystems. Functionality is also provided for defining other Drivers besides the ones
available from list. More information about the list of drivers is available in the DESSIN Cookbook
and the DESSIN Cookbook Companion Document.
Drivers can be selected from the “Driver” drop-down list. After selection, a brief description of main
characteristics must be provided in the “Specification” field. The description should address spatial
and temporal features of the driver (e.g., does the driver vary in space and time).

Driver dropdown menu

Specification
field

Once defined, a driver and specification are added to the table below by clicking on the ”Add to
Table” button.
It is possible to add a user-defined driver by selected “Other” from the “Driver” drop-down menu. If
“Other” is selected, the “Other” field becomes active and it is possible to enter a user-defined
driver name in this field.
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Selecting “Other”
activates the
“Other” field

3.2 Define Pressures
The Define Pressures tab enables the user to identify relevant pressures in the study area. A
pressure is defined as the direct environmental effect of the driver, such as an effect that causes a
change in water flow or a change in water chemistry.
The selection of pressures is related to the selection of drivers made on the Drivers tab. A single
driver can be selected from the subset of drivers identified in the Drivers tab using the “Select
Driver” drop-down menu. After selection of a driver, the user is presented with a list of pressures in
the “Select Pressure” drop-down menu that is filtered based on the selected driver.

List of drivers available of
selection limited to drivers
selected in Drivers tab
Filtered list of drivers
changes depending
on selected driver

Pressures can be added to a list of selected pressures by clicking on the “Add to Table” button. As
with drivers, it is necessary to provide a description of the pressure in the “Specification” field. It is
also possible to define a user-defined pressure by selecting “Other” in the “Select Pressure” dropdown menu and then entering the name of the pressure in the text field to the right of the “Select
Pressure” drop-down menu.
Pressures can be selected more than once, if the same pressure is related to two or more drivers.
Each selected driver-pressure combination is displayed in the “Pressure Table” field.
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4

Responses and Beneficiaries

The aim of Part III-Responses and Beneficiaries is to describe the Responses (i.e., the proposed
measures) under consideration to address the problems in the study area that were identified in
Part II. In Part III, the user is also prompted to identify the case-relevant ESS (i.e., ESS that may be
affected by the proposed measures). Finally, ESS are linked to beneficiaries in order to categorize
case-relevant ESS as final ESS or intermediate ESS. Final ESS have direct impact on human welfare
that are possible to measure using economic valuation methods. Intermediate services may not
impact on human welfare directly, but play an important role supporting other services (for
example, natural purification processes that contribute to the availability of clean water for
drinking) and therefore may be of interest to decision makers.
A response is defined as a measure taken to address drivers, reduce pressures and/or improve the
state of the ecosystem under study. Beneficiaries include any persons, organizations, households,
or firms whose interests are positively or negatively affected by either the direct use or presence of
an ESS affected by a proposed measure.

4.1 Create Measures
The Create Measures tab is used to define the measures under consideration in a study and assign
some basic properties to each measure.
To create a new measure, the name of the measure should be typed in the “Name” field. After this,
the measure should be categorized as either a technical (e.g., installation of new equipment) or
management measure (e.g., a new regulation for industrial discharges), using the “Type” dropdown menu. Finally, an expected lifetime should be provided in the “Lifetime” field.
New measures are added to the list of measures by clicking on the “Add to Table” button. After a
measure has been added to the table, it is still possible to edit the lifetime field.

4.2 Define Capabilities
The Define Capabilities tab is used to provide a qualitative description of each measure that were
defined on the Create Measures tab.
Measures are selected from the list created on the Create Measures tab using the “Select Measure”
drop-down menu. After selecting a measure, the name of the capability is defined in the “Name of
Capability” field. The capability is defined as either theoretical or tested using the “Type” dropdown menu. Finally, a qualitative description is provided in the “Description of Capability” field.
A new capability is added to the list of capabilities by clicking on the “Add to Table” button. It is
possible to define more than one capability for each measure.

4.3 Select Drivers
The Select Drivers tab is used to identify drivers affected by proposed measures. The Select Drivers
tab is only relevant if one or more management measures have been defined in the Create
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Measures tab, as technical measures do not affect drivers. It is required to identify drivers in order
to determine whether it is necessary to estimate impacts of measures on drivers and resulting
effects on pressures and/or states.
To select a driver, the measure affecting the driver must first be selected from the “Select
Measure” drop-down list. The drop-down list will be empty if no management measures have been
defined. If one or more management measures have been defined, then the capabilities of the
measures will be displayed for reference in the text area to the right of the “Select Measure” dropdown list.
The list of drivers defined on the Define Drivers tab is displayed in the “Select Drivers” field. To
associate drivers with a measure, check the box next to each driver associated with the selected
measure and then click on “Add to Table”. It is possible to associate a driver with more than one
measure.

4.4 Select Pressures
The Select Pressures tab is used to identify pressures affected by proposed measures. Both
technical and management measures can affect pressures. It is required to identify pressures in
order to determine whether it is necessary to estimate impacts of measures on pressures and
resulting effects on states.
To select a pressure, the measure affecting the pressure must first be selected from the “Select
Measure” drop-down list. The capabilities of the measures are displayed for reference in the text
area to the right of the “Select Measure” drop-down list.
The list of pressures defined on the Define Pressures tab is displayed in the “Select Pressures” field.
To associate pressures with a measure, check the box next to each pressure associated with the
selected measure and then click on “Add to Table”. It is possible to associate a pressure with more
than one measure.
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Capabilities display chan
selection of measure.

Select pressures and then click on Add
to Table to add to list.

4.5 Select State Parameters
The Select State Parameters tab is used to identify ecosystem state parameters affected by the
proposed measure. Both technical and management measures can affect state parameters. It is
necessary to identify affected state parameters because this information is used to link proposed
measures to changes in ESS.
To select a state parameter, the measure affecting the state parameter must first be selected from
the “Select Measure” drop-down list. The capabilities of the measures are displayed for reference
in the text area to the right of the “Select Measure” drop-down list.
A list of state parameters is displayed in the “Select Affected State Parameters” field. To associate
state parameters with a measure, check the box next to each state parameter associated with the
selected measure and then click on “Add to Table”. It is possible to associate a state parameter with
more than one measure.
User-defined state parameters can be added by providing a name in the “State Parameter” field
and a description in the “Description” field. A description is required for any user-defined
parameters. User-defined parameters are added to the list of state parameters by clicking on the
“Add to Table” button.
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Use “State Parameter” and
“Description” to add userdefined state parameters

4.6 Case-relevant ESS
The Case-relevant ESS tab is used to make associations between measures and ESS and therefore
lies at the core of the ESS assessment. ESS that are affected by measures under consideration in an
assessment are referred to as “case-relevant” ESS.
To identify case-relevant ESS, the user begins by selecting a measure using the “Select Measure”
drop-down menu. The user is then presented with a list of state parameters associated with the
selected measure on the Select State Parameters tab. The selection of a state parameter from this
list then filters a list of CICES ESS classes that is presented in the “Select CICES ESS” drop-down
menu.
The filtered list of CICES ESS classes is based on links between ESS state parameters and CICES
classes established in the DESSIN Cookbook. Readers are referred to the DESSIN Cookbook and
Cookbook Companion Document for more information on these links.
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To add a CICES class to the list of case-relevant ESS, the user selects a class from the “Select CICES
ESS” drop-down menu and then provides a name in the “User-defined name”. Once a name has
been given, it is possible to associate the same name with different measures. It is also possible to
associate more than one state parameter with the same measure/ESS combination.
An example table is shown below. The table is populated with the CICES section associated with
each class. Only one entry is possible per item for all fields except the “State Parameters” field, for
which multiple entries are possible.

4.7 Identify Beneficiaries
On the Identify Beneficiaries tab, case-relevant ESS are associated with potential beneficiaries. This
is also a central part of the assessment because it is used to determine whether an economic value
should be assigned to an ESS.
ESS that are provided by an ecosystem but not directly used or appreciated by humans are
considered intermediate ESS (e.g., natural water purification processes are considered intermediate
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ESS), while those ESS that are directly used or otherwise appreciated by humans are final ESS (e.g.,
the use of water for drinking). The distinction is made by identifying beneficiaries, which are
defined as persons, organizations, households, or firms whose interests are positively or negatively
affected by the direct use or presence of the ESS. ESS classified as final are monetized using
economic valuation methods in Part IV of the assessment.
To associate an ESS with a beneficiary, the ESS should be selected using the “Select case-relevant
ESS” drop-down menu. This populates the “CICES Class” and “CICES Section” fields with the
associated section and class. Beneficiaries can then be selected for the selected ESS by checking
boxes in the “Select beneficiary types……..” checkbox list.
The “Select beneficiary types……….” checkbox list contains four fields: Type, Sub-Type, Example,
and Final ESS. Only the Type field is used elsewhere in the workflow. The other fields are for
informational purposes only and are provided to help the user to decide if the beneficiary type can
be associated with the selected ESS.
The user can add beneficiary types to the list of selected types by clicking on the button “Add to
Table”. Both the beneficiary type and sub-type are added the table, and it is possible to associate
more than one sub-type with a single type. Although the sub-type does not have a functional
purpose elsewhere in the assessment, sub-type associations may be useful for selecting economic
valuation methods in Part IV of the assessment, and are carried forward to this part of the
assessment in order to assist users with the selection of appropriate methods.
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4.8 Categorize Stakeholders
The Categorize Stakeholders tab is used to link stakeholders to beneficiaries. The purpose of this
part to the tool is to help users determine whether potential ESS beneficiaries are represented
among local stakeholder groups.
To associate a stakeholder with one or more beneficiary types, a stakeholder must first be selected
from the “Select Stakeholder” drop-down menu. The stakeholder can then be associated with
different beneficiary types by clicking on one or more boxes in the “Select beneficiary types for
stakeholder” drop-down list. As was the case on the Identify Beneficiaries tab, both the Beneficiary
Type and Beneficiary Sub-Type fields are added to list of stakeholders when the user clicks on the
button “Add to Table”.
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4.9 Select ESS For Further Analysis
The final tab in Part III, Select ESS for Further Analysis, is used to select a sub-set of ESS for further
analysis in Part IV.
All of the ESS selected on the Case-relevant ESS tab are presented in a checkbox list that includes
the associated CICES class and section for each ESS. If the ESS has been associated with a
beneficiary, then the associated beneficiary type is also displayed in the list. If the associated
beneficiary type has been associated with a stakeholder, then the associated stakeholder type is
also displayed. If an ESS is associated with both a beneficiary AND a stakeholder, then the ESS is
classified as final. Otherwise, the ESS is classified as intermediate.
The user can select an ESS for further analysis in Part IV by clicking on the checkbox next to that
ESS. Both final and intermediate ESS can be selected for further analysis.
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5

Impact Evaluation

The purpose of Part IV-Impact Evaluation is to carry out the rest of the DPSIR analysis cycle (as
adapted for DESSIN) using the relationships established in PART III.
In Part IV-Impact Evaluation, the user estimates how proposed measures will affect the system
under study by estimating the impact of measures on the state of the ecosystem (State), the
provision of ESS (Impact I-Provision), and the use of ESS (Impact II-Use). The Impact II-Use
assessment is limited to ESS that have been classified as final in Part III. The user is further
prompted to estimate economic values for changes in the use of these services.
Changes in State, Impact I and Impact II are measured using indicators. An indicator is defined as an
observed value representative of a phenomenon under study. Indicators are defined for each state
parameter associated with the selected ESS, as well as the provision and use of ESS.
Indicators are estimated for a baseline scenario that represents the system before any measures
have been implemented. These are compared to indicators that estimate the impact(s) of one or
more proposed measures.

5.1 State Indicators
Indicators are defined for state parameters on the State Indicators tab. An indicator can be defined
for every combination of Measure, ESS, and State parameter.
The user can select a measure, ESS, and state parameter combination using drop-down lists. A list
of suggested state indicators that can be used to measure the selected state parameter is provided
in the “Add State Indicator” drop-down list.
It is also possible to create a user-defined state indicator by selecting “Other” from the list. This
activates the text field below the drop-down list, which can then be used to enter the name of the
indicator. Indicators are added to the “State Indicators” list by clicking on the “Add to Table”
button.
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List of proposed state
indicators, with option to
create user-defined
indicator by clicking on
“Other”

5.2 Impact I Indicators
Indicators for the provision of ESS (Impact I) are defined on the Impact I Indicators tab. An indicator
can be defined for every combination of measure and ESS.
The user can select a measure and ESS combination using drop-down lists. A list of suggested
indicators that can be used to measure the provision of the selected ESS is provided in the “Add
Impact I Indicator” drop-down list.
It is also possible to create a user-defined Impact I indicator by selecting “Other” from the list. This
activates the text field below the drop-down list, which can then be used to enter the name of the
indicator. Indicators are added to the Impact I Indicators list by clicking on the “Add to Table”
button.
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5.3 Impact II Indicators
Indicators for the use of ESS (Impact II) are defined on the Impact II-Use Indicators tab. An indicator
can be defined for every combination of measure and ESS, as long as the ESS has been classified as
a final ESS in Part III.
The user can select a measure and ESS combination using drop-down lists. A list of suggested
indicators that can be used to measure the use of the selected ESS is provided in the “Add Impact IIUse Indicator” drop-down list.
It is also possible to create a user-defined Impact II indicator by selecting “Other” from the list. This
activates the text field below the drop-down list, which can then be used to enter the name of the
indicator. Indicators are added to the Impact II Indicators list by clicking on the “Add to Table”
button.

5.4 Economic Valuation Studies
The Economic Valuation Studies tab provides access to a database of economic valuation studies
that can be used for guidance in the assignment of economic values to the use of ESS (Impact II).
The economic valuation database is intended to be advisory and choices made on this tab do not
impact other parts of the workflow.
The economic valuation database provides summary information about 71 studies that have been
disseminated in the recent literature. It is possible to filter the list by CICES Class and by economic
valuation type. The list of CICES classes used to filter the database is limited to ESS that have been
identified as final ESS in Part III.
Individual studies are selected using the “Authors” drop-down list, which displays the authors and
publication year for each study. Changing the selection in this field changes the information
displayed in the fields below, which show the study title, journal name, and also an abstract.
It is possible to view more information about the selected study by clicking on the button “View all
article properties”. This causes a pop-up box to appear with further information.
In some cases, two or more valuation methods were applied in a single study. In these cases, two or
more columns (with the heading, “Estimate”) will appear in the pop-up box, with each column
containing information about a single valuation method.

5.5 Economic Valuation
The Economic Valuation tab is used to assign economic valuation methods to ESS. The assignment
of economic valuation methods is independent of any selections made on the Economic Valuation
Studies tab, which is intended to be advisory only.
An economic valuation method should be assigned to each combination of measure and ESS.
Different combinations of measures and ESS can be selected using drop-down lists.
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After selection of an ESS, the “Select Beneficiary” fields are updated with beneficiary types and subtypes. However, the information in these fields is provided for informational purposes only to help
the user identify an appropriate economic valuation type.
A valuation method is assigned to an ESS by entering the name of the valuation method in the
“Valuation Method” field. It is also possible to provide information about assumptions and other
comments in the optional “Assumptions/comments/references” field.

5.6 Before/After Configuration
The Before/After Configuration tab is used to set up a comparison of indicator values for an ESS.
The ESS for which indicators will be compared is selected using the “Select ESS” drop-down menu.
Selection of an ESS also updates the CICES section and class names to the right of the drop-down
menu.
Measures to be included in the comparison are selected by clicking on boxes in the “Select
Measures to include in Comparison” checkbox list. After the comparison is given a name in the
“Comparison Name” field, the comparison is created by clicking on the “Create Comparison”
button. This creates a new comparison on the Before/After Comparisons tab. There is no limit to
the number of comparisons that can be created.

5.7 Before/After Comparisons
The Before/After Comparisons tab provides a template for comparison of indicator values based on
choices made in other tabs of Part IV-Impact Evaluation.
All of the comparison created using the Before/After Configuration tab are available for selection
using the “Select Comparison” drop-down menu.

In this case, two
comparisons have been
created.

After selecting a comparison, the ESS Name, CICES Class, and CICES Section are displayed in the
fields below.
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Indicator values are compared in a table. The type of indicator displayed depends on the selection
in the “Comparison Type” field. All four indicator types (State, Impact I-Provision, Impact II-Use, and
Economic valuation) can be displayed for ESS that have been classified as Final. Only State and
Impact I-Provision indicators can be displayed for ESS that have been classsified as Intermediate.

State indicators are displayed
because State is selected as
Comparison Type

The comparison includes both Data and Plot tabs. The Data tab displays the name of indicators or
economic valuation methods that were selected in earlier sections of the Part IV workflow. The
other fields in the table must be filled out by the user. The Unit field is filled out by the user using
text entry. The Value field displays indicator values for a baseline scenario and for the alternatives
that were selected when the comparison was created on the Before/After Configuration tab.
Values can be inserted in the Value fields by text entry or by using indicators that have been
defined using the MIKE Workbench indicator manager. The second option is only available if using
the MIKE Operations version of MIKE Workbench, which requires a license.
To link an indicator value to an indicator that has been defined using the MIKE Workbench indicator
manager, click and drag the indicator from the indicator manager to the value field. The value field
will be highlighted in yellow, which indicates a link to the indicator manager.

Click and drag indicator from
indicator manager to value
field
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If an indicator was not defined for a particular measure, then the value field for that
indicator/measure combination is highlighted in red. Indicators values that are not defined are set
to the baseline value for that indicator, which is based on the assumption that the measure does
not affect the value of the indicator.
The Plot tab enables visual comparison of indicator values. Bar, Column, and Radar plot types are
available. It is only possible to compare one indicator at a time. The indicator to be compared is
selected from the “Plot” drop-down menu.

A comparison can be deleted by clicking on the “Delete Comparison” button. This will cause the
comparison to be removed from the “Select Comparison” drop-down list.
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6

Sustainability Assessment

The DESSIN Sustainability Assessment (SA) supplements the ESS evaluation by broadening the
analysis to put the evaluated changes in ESS into perspective by considering multiple dimensions.
These multiple dimensions include wider social, environmental, financial, governmental, and asset
performance aspects of the alternatives under consideration. This allows for the consideration of
potential disadvantages like costs and environmental effects (e.g. additional greenhouse gas
emissions) together with advantages such as benefits expected from implementing a measure.

6.1 Configuration
The Configuration tab is used to define basic characteristics of the SA. The proposed measures must
be categorized as either water supply or wastewater measures using the “System Type” radio
buttons. A brief description of the system in which the measures will be deployed is provided in the
“Description” field. The start year for the assessment is provided in the “Start year” field. Future
time points for which SA indicator values will be estimated can be specified in the “Snapshot Times
in years” field. There is no limit to the number of future snapshot times that can be defined.
Measures to be included in the SA are selected using the “Measures” checkbox list.

6.2 Time scales
The Time scales tab is used to specify start-up times for each of the measures included in the SA.
Start-up times are entered manually in the “Start Time” field.
The purpose of specifying start-up time is informational only and exists to help the user maintain
consistency in comparing measures at different points in time. Start-up times are not used
anywhere else in the SA workflow.

6.3 Indicators
The Indicators tab is used to select indicators that will be used in the SA. The Indicators tab is also
used to specify indicator properties that affect how indicator values are displayed and compared in
other parts of the Part V workflow.
SA indicators are selected from the SA indicators list, which was developed as part of the DESSIN
Cookbook. The SA indicators list groups indicators into five dimensions: Assets, Environmental,
Financial, Governance, and Social. Each dimension is further subdivided into “objectives” and
“criteria”. More information about the SA indicators and indicator categories is available in the
DESSIN Cookbook and Cookbook Companion Document.
Indicators are selected from the “Select/Specify Indicator” drop-down menu. The list of available
indicators changes depending on the selections in the “Select Dimension”, “Select Objective”, and
“Select Criterion” fields. It is also possible to create a user-defined indicator by selecting “Other”. If
“Other” is selected, the “Metric”, “Indicator”, and “Unit” fields become active and the user must
provide values for these fields.
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Metric, Indicator, and
Unit fields become
active when Other is
selected

After an indicator is selected, properties must be specified that affect how indicators are displayed
and compared later in the SA workflow. The “Data available” radio buttons are used to indicate
whether data are available for quantifying indicator values. If Yes is selected, then the indicator is
included in the Quantitative Assessment while if No is selected, the indicator becomes part of the
Qualitative Assessment. The “Regulatory threshold” and “Target value” fields are used to normalize
indicator values for comparing different indicators on the Compare Indicators tab. If a regulatory
threshold (i.e., a minimum or maximum) exists for an indicator, then the threshold value should be
provided and users should indicate whether the threshold is a minimum or a maximum using the
accompanying radio buttons. If a target value exists, then that value should be given in the “Target
value” field. Details of how these values are used to normalize indicators are provided in the
documentation of the Compare Indicators tab.
New indicators are added to the “Indicators” list by clicking on the “Add to Table” button.

6.4 Quantitative Assessment
The Quantitative Assessment tab is used to compare indicators for which data are available to
support quantitative estimation of indicator values.
Indicators values are compared in a table. The table displays the name of indicators that were
selected on the Indicators tab. The Unit field is carried over from the Indicators tab. The Value must
be filled out by the user.
The Value field displays indicator values for a baseline scenario and for the alternatives that were
selected when the comparison was created on the Configuration tab. In addition, indicator values
are displayed for each of the snapshot times defined in the Configuration tab. Snapshot time refer
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to the time since start-up (defined on the Time scales tab), and not the time since the beginning of
the assessment (defined on the Configuration tab).
Values can be inserted in the Value fields in three ways: by text entry; by using indicators that have
been defined using the MIKE Workbench indicator manager; or by linking to indicators that were
defined in Part IV-Impact Evaluation. The second option is only available if using the MIKE
Operations version of MIKE Workbench, which requires a license.
To link an indicator value to an indicator that has been defined using the MIKE Workbench indicator
manager, right-click in the value field and select “Insert Indicator”. A drop-down menu will appear
with a list of indicators available for selection. The value field will be highlighted in yellow, which
indicates a link to the indicator manager.

Yellow highlighting indicates
link to indicator manager

To link an indicator value to an indicator that was defined in Part IV-Impact Evaluation, right-click in
the value field and select “Insert Reference”. A drop-down menu will appear with a list of
comparisons that were created on the Before/After Configuration tab. If a comparison is selected,
another drop-down menu will appear with the different types of indicators available for selection.

Selecting an indicator type will open another context menu with list of indicator types. Selecting an
indicator type will open a final context menu with a list of available values, which can be either the
baseline value or a value defined for a particular measure. It is possible to link to any of these
values.
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Linking to a value from Part IV-Impact Evaluation will cause the value field to be highlighted in
black.

Black highlighting
indicates link to Part IV

6.5 Qualitative Assessment
The Qualitative Assessment tab is used to compare indicators for which data are not available to
support a quantitative analysis.
The qualitative assessment is different from the quantitative assessment in that qualitative
indicators are not scalar values. Instead, qualitative indicator categories are distributed over the
study area.
To assign qualitative indicator values, the user should click on one of the qualitative indicator fields.
This will cause a pop-up window to appear displaying five qualitative categories: Strong Negative,
Negative, Neutral, Positive, and Strong Positive. To the right of each category label is a text-entry
field in which the user is prompted to enter the percentage of the study area that should be
assigned to each category. The sum of the five entries must add up to 100.
The Qualitative Assessment tab also provides a text entry field immediately to the right of the
indicator definition that allows the user provide more information about the indicator and/or the
area of the system over which the qualitative indicators are defined.
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Sum of entries
must add up to
100

6.6 Compare Measures
The Compare Measures tab is used for visual comparison of indicator values. The tools available for
comparison change depending on whether quantitative or qualitative indicators are being
compared.
If a quantitative indicator is selected, bar, column, and radar plots are available for comparing
values.
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If a qualitative indicator is selected, then pie or doughnut charts are available for displaying results.
It is only possible to display two charts at once. Results to display in each pie/doughnut chart are
selected from the drop-down menus labeled “Left pie” and “Right pie”.

6.7 Compare Indicators
The Compare Indicators tab provides functionality for comparing different indicator types. Only
quantitative indicators can be compared.
Comparison of different indicator types requires normalization to a common scale. The proposed
approach normalizes values to either a regulatory threshold or a target value. If both a regulatory
threshold and a target value are defined for a particular indicator, then the target value is used in
the normalization.
Indicators can be compared using bar, column, and radar plots.
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6.7.1

Normalization to a regulatory threshold

A regulatory threshold can be either a minimum or a maximum value. If the threshold is a
maximum, then the indicator is computed as follows:
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If the threshold is a minimum, then the indicator is computed as follows:

6.7.2

Normalization to a target value

If a target value has been defined, then the indicator is estimated as follows:
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